PeasoupATTACK and Musician Jackson Ulmer Present:

_______________________________
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On March 19, 2021 at 8PM EST, art collaborative peasoupATTACK will
showcase singer-songwriter Jackson Ulmer’s latest pre-recording
during a live virtual release party presented by Smoke Room Sessions.

_______________________________
Kimthy Nguyen, Co-Founder and Art Director of peasoupATTACK, is thrilled to partner with
musician Jackson Ulmer to create a brand new web series: Smoke Room Sessions, as a
platform for local artists to connect, collaborate and perform. Nguyen and Ulmer have always
been fascinated with the connections between visual arts and music and the endless
possibilities it can create.
They believe both music and art capture our senses and emotions in multiple ways. Their aim
is to create an environment which intertwines these forms of expression in a manner unique
to the musician and visual artist to create an experience to be shared with the community.
The two have envisioned a multimedia space where local musicians and visual artists are
encouraged to exhibit their work virtually alongside one another to captivate audiences in an
on-going web series. The pairing of musicians and visual artists is a thoughtful and
meticulous selection process. The creative team ensures each artist is coupled with music
that creates a 360-degree experience of visuals and music. Color palettes, lyrics, locales, and
emotions are each examined to create something incredibly unique.
Kimthy Nguyen and Jackson Ulmer state: “The idea [of Smoke Room Sessions] stems from
our love and respect for NPR Tiny Desk, Mahogany Sessions, and Audiotree Live and
combining it with the experience of an art gallery. We want to take a simple “session” and
elevate it to something engrossed with character not yet seen before in this format. We will
ensure the art work in each session is not treated as a background piece. As we are ﬁlming,
we will ﬁnd creative ways to allow the musician and the art piece to correlate.
We invite you to immerse yourself in peasoupATTACK’s new direction with our virtual
launch party for our new collaborative web series, Smoke Room Sessions.

_______________________________
Click HERE to register in advance for the live virtual release party on:

March 19, 2021

|

8:00 - 9:00 PM (EST)

After registering, you will receive a conﬁrmation email containing information about joining the meeting.
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